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Agenda

1. A changing and challenging context

2. Association of  Commonwealth Universities –
what you might not know

3. Commonwealth initiatives and opportunities 
related to the Commonwealth Trade and Education 
Ministers Meetings (Q1 2018), the UK hosting of  the 
Commonwealth Heads of  Government Meeting and 
Business Forum (April 2018) and then being Chair to 
2020   
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context



Context: Challenges and Opportunities

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat Strategic Plan 2017/18 – 2020/21

(published 1 June 2017) 

• There is a huge trade potential within the association due to 
common language, legal systems and institutions. Bilateral trade 
costs between Commonwealth partners are 19% lower when 
compared to other country pairings. Intra-Commonwealth trade 
is growing and is expected to reach US$1trillion by 2020.

• The Commonwealth family is home to one third of  the 
global youth population. More than half  of  its citizens are 
under the age of  30. This is an enormous demographic 
advantage as many developed country populations are declining 
and ageing.

• Member states of  the Commonwealth face financial challenges. It 
is an opportunity to improve value for money, prioritise better, 
adopt adaptive programming, chase ideas and innovation,  
leverage the Commonwealth network and go for global 
partnerships



• Uniquely diverse: 
Commonwealth member 
nations are among the 
world's largest, smallest, 
richest, and poorest

• It is one of  the 
few international
networks not based on 
geography, defence, or 
economic status

All its members have an equal say in shaping the Commonwealth  

– regardless of  size or economic stature. A voice for small and 

vulnerable states.

A common language, laws, traditions, and constitutional 

frameworks pave the way for dialogue
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Commonwealth Economic Effect
- Anecdotal evidence of  doing business involving 

Commonwealth countries being convenient

- But, are CW members ‘natural’ trading partners?

- wide geographical dispersion

- members have their own formal RTAs

- Yet, gravity model results suggest 

- CW members trade 25% more between them 

- generate 10% more FDI flows

Trade costs are 20% lower when both trading partners are 

from the Commonwealth



‘We are one of  the most racially diverse countries in Europe, one of  
the most multicultural members of  the European Union, and why –
whether we are talking about India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, America, 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, countries in Africa or those that 
are closer to home in Europe – so many of  us have close friends 
and relatives from across the world.

Instinctively, we want to travel to, study in, trade with countries not 
just in Europe but beyond the borders of  our continent. Even now 
as we prepare to leave the EU, we are planning for the next 
biennial Commonwealth Heads of  Government meeting in 
2018 – a reminder of  our unique and proud global 
relationships.’

PM Theresa May’s speech on ‘The government's negotiating 
objectives for exiting the EU’ 17 January 2017



Association of  
Commonwealth Universities 

–
what you might not know



Diaspora
entrepreneurship

1. A window on and a seat in a changing world

2. Access to diverse networks and knowledge

3. Breadth of  ACU community and support for especially smaller 
HEIs / smaller countries

4. LSBM Internationalisation and Enterprise strategy  

5. UK CHOGM (2017) and ACU Conference of  University Leaders 
(London, 2019) with LSBM Taught Degree Awarding Powers 
application (2018)

6. Appointment of  Dr. Joanna Newman as first female SG in 104 
years with a clear, coherent and compelling vision and inclusive 
approach

Diaspora
entrepreneurship

Why LSBM joined ACU as its 

500th member







Increasing global mobility

Students enrolled outside their country of citizenship, 
millions, 1990 – 2012 (OECD data, 2014)

Increasing global mobility



The direction of  travel is 
changing

Mobile students by region of destination, 2000 – 2011 (OECD, 2013)

The direction of  travel is changing







Commonwealth 
initiatives 

and 
opportunities 



Commonwealth Heads of  Government Meeting (CHOGM) 

and Business Forum (London, 16-18 April 2018)  

CHOGM focus will include ‘A more prosperous future’

‘The Commonwealth contains a diverse group of  countries, including 

many of  the largest and smallest economies in the world.  It is home to 

half  of  the globe’s top emerging cities and, with a combined population 

of  2.4 billion people, nearly a third of  the global population.

By working together, we can promote trade and investment as a means to 

drive economic growth, create jobs, and ensure the prosperity of  our 

citizens.’ 

https://www.chogm2018.org.uk/the-ambition

https://www.chogm2018.org.uk/the-ambition


Commonwealth Research Network on 

International Business
• aims to provide informed inputs, policy-relevant analyses and 

recommendations and assessments of  emerging developments; 

facilitate the exchange of  ideas between AIB members in the UKI, 

the business community and policymakers including from the 

diaspora; and harness knowledge and relationships between AIB 

Chapters in the UKI and those in Commonwealth countries and 

beyond in this context

• web site: https://business.leeds.ac.uk/research-and-

innovation/research-centres/cibul/isabc/crn-ib/

• 5 focal areas identified for increased collaboration and impact: (a) 

Global Value Chains; (b) IB in/from emerging economies; (c) 

Internationalisation of  SMEs and international entrepreneurship 

including the diaspora and women; (d) IB and cities; and (e) IB 

history. 

https://business.leeds.ac.uk/research-and-innovation/research-centres/cibul/isabc/crn-ib/


Diaspora
entrepreneurship

1. the world’s first international and gender-sensitive MBA 
targeting (but not limited to) women entrepreneurs and 
women in lower corporate roles 

2. a blended product 

3. using open educational resources (reducing cost by 92%)

4. central focus on SDGs and the Commonwealth Charter

5. Commonwealth specific content and curricula

6. leverages access to Commonwealth networks of  young 
entrepreneurs, businesswomen, companies

7. access to a 100,000 community of  Commonwealth women 
in business

8. collaboration with CABS strongly welcomed

Diaspora
entrepreneurship

Commonwealth of  Learning - Commonwealth 

Businesswomen’s Network MBA



Diaspora
entrepreneurship

ISO 44001 represents a new generation of  standard with a focus on behaviours, 
organisational culture and management processes providing a common platform to 
underpin sustainable business relationships and harness the benefits of  collaborative 
working.

Eight-stage process

1. Awareness: identify if  collaboration is an option for the organization

2. Knowledge: identify the benefits of, and build the business case for, 
collaboration

3. Internal assessment: identify if  an organization is able to collaborate

4. Partner selection: set the process to find appropriate partners

5. Working together: develop a model for collaboration

6. Value creation: develop a process for continual improvement

7. Staying together: manage, monitor and measure the relationship

8. Exit strategy: develop a mutually beneficial way to end a collaborative 
relationship

Diaspora
entrepreneurship

ISO 44001: Collaborative Business

Relationships Standard



Key takeaways

1. Brexit and the Commonwealth is not an either/or but a concrete 
and coherent opportunity for the UK now which will grow 

2. Higher Education is in a pivotal position to shape this through 
teaching, research and the cultivation of  diverse and inclusive 
perspectives and behaviours

3. CHOGM and the UK’s role as Chair until CHOGM is hosted in 
Malaysia in 2020 provides a singular moment in which to drive 
and deliver focus on business education and enhanced 
relationships in and with growth centres with a clear and coherent 
Commonwealth focus to support growing Commonwealth trade, 
investment linkages and shared prosperity 
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